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In October 2014 the National Centre for Excellence in the Teaching of Mathematics (NCETM) published 
‘Mastery approaches to mathematics and the new national curriculum’. 

In this document they helpfully outlined 5 principles and features that characterise a mastery approach. 

Find out how these characteristics are embedded throughout the entire Busy Ant Maths scheme!

HOW BUSY ANT MATHS CAN SUPPORT A 

MASTERY APPROACH IN YOUR SCHOOL

Teachers reinforce an expectation that all pupils are 

capable of achieving high standards in mathematics.

  The large majority of pupils progress through the curriculum 
content at the same pace. Differentiation is achieved by 
emphasising deep knowledge and through individual support 
and intervention.

A philosophy of equal opportunity means that Busy Ant Maths has been designed 

and written with the assumption that pupils are taught the same mathematics 

domain (topic), and the same National Curriculum Attainment Target (objective). 

See page 4 for the Activity and Pupil Books. 

Although there is no differentiation in content taught, the questioning and 
scaffolding individual pupils receive does differ.

‘Lower attainers’ focus on developing deep understanding and secure fluency 
with facts and procedures, while ‘higher attainers’ are challenged through more 
demanding problems. 

See page 9 for the Progress Guides and Stretch & Challenge.

NCETM’s ‘principles and features th
at 

characterise a mastery approach’

Busy Ant Maths

‘ ENGAGING... ACCESSIBLE...POWERFUL’  

Teach Primary



Visit collins.co.uk/BusyAntMastery for 
more information.

Teaching is underpinne
d by methodical curriculum design 

and supported by caref
ully crafted lessons and

 resources 

to foster deep concep
tual and procedural kno

wledge.

Practice and consolidation play a central role. Carefully 

designed variation within this builds fluency and understanding 

of underlying mathematical concepts in tandem.

NCETM’s ‘principles and features th
at 

characterise a mastery approach’

Teachers use precise question
ing in class to test 

conceptual and procedural kn
owledge, and assess pupils 

regularly to identify those req
uiring intervention so that 

all pupils keep up

An emphasis is given in Key Stage 1 and Lower Key Stage 2 to the knowledge 

and skills pupils need to achieve the level of mastery and fluency in number 

that is expected in the Programme of Study.

Using the online Planning Tool via Collins Connect, the Medium-term plans can 

be easily adapted to meet the specific needs of individual classrooms.

See page 5 for the Teacher’s Guides and page 6 for Collins Connect.

Practice and consolidation in every lesson consists of both written exercises and 

practical hands-on activities, and includes individual, paired and group tasks. As well 

as four specific detailed lesson plans, each week Busy Ant Maths provides a bank 

of four ‘Learning activities’ that teachers can offer pupils to further practise and 

consolidate their understanding.

See page 5 for the Teacher’s Guides.

Progress Check Questions assist teachers in checking pupils’ understanding 
of the lesson objective(s). The Assessment Guides and Test Packs give you the 
support to assess pupils’ mastery of specific targets and the programme of 
study for each year group.

See page 8 for the Assessment Guides and Test Packs.

Busy Ant Maths
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Unit 8, Week 1, Le s son 2

Multiplication HTO x O using partitioning 

and the grid method
Use the grid method to calculate HTO × O

a  b   c  d   e  

f   g  h  i  j 

1
Challenge

2
Challenge

3
Challenge

Choose a fl ower pot and a fl ower and multiply 

the numbers together. Estimate your answer fi rst, 

then use the grid method to work out the answer. 

Make six calculations. Choose different numbers 

each time.

One of these calculations 

is different to the others. 

Can you fi nd out why?

Write the multiples of 100 that each of these numbers 

is between. Circle the multiple of 100 it is closest to. 

625 x 8  600 x 8 = 4800

X 600 20 5
8 4800 160 40 = 5000

Example

Example

 
476

 
138

 

694

 
216

 

585

   
753

 

911

  
832

h  

374 647

7 5 6

4 9 3 2

8

453

637

675

598

486

477

759

368

468 x 4 624 x 3 234 x 8 732 x 2

300 386  400
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Pupils of all abilities 
work on the same 
mathematics domain

ACTIVITY AND PUPIL BOOKS

ALL PUPILS CAN ACHIEVE HIGH
 

STANDARDS  IN MATHEMATICS

Examples, models and 
images clearly illustrate 
mathematical concepts

Three levels of 
differentiated challenge 
ensure rapid progression

“ Busy Ant Maths has helped my class to think more for 
themselves when they are working on problem solving. 
They are more successful in completing their main 
activity and their extension work.”

Louise Cain, Year 3 Teacher,  
Richmond Avenue Primary School



FLUENCY IN NUMBER FACTS

TEACHER’S GUIDES

TEACHING UNDERPINNED BY  

CAREFULLY CRAFTED LESSONS

451

O vercoming Barriers
• Children who do not have instant recall of the multiplication facts will fi nd division diffi cult. Ensure children can also relate 

multiplication and division through fi nding the answer to missing number problems in multiplication number sentences, 
e.g. 5 × ■ = 35.

Plenary
Resources
mini whiteboard, pen and eraser (per child)

• Reinforce the expanded written method of division taught in the lesson. Write various TO ÷ O calculations on the board and ask children to write the approximate answer on their mini 
whiteboard, e.g. 72 ÷ 3 (24); 34 ÷ 2 (17); 68 ÷ 4 (17). Display when indicated.• Ask: How did you work out the approximate answer? • Choose one of the calculations for children to fi nd the answer.• Say: Explain to your partner how you would work out the answer to this question using the 
expanded method of division on your mini whiteboard.• Ask: Can you explain your method of working out the answer to the class?• Repeat with other examples.

In dividualise d Learning
Refer to Activity 1, 2, 3 and 4 from the Learning activities on pages 456–457

.

• Demonstrate on the board how to use the expanded written method of division to calculate 
92 ÷ 4. 

2 3
4 9 2

8 0 20 × 4
1 2
1 2   3 × 4

0

• Say and record the working: Is it possible to make 10 groups of four? (yes, 4 × 10 = 40) Is it 
possible to make 20 groups of 4? (yes) Is it possible to make 30 groups of 4? (no) Say: We 
started with 92, we subtract the 20 groups of four, which makes 80. Ask: How many are left? 
(12) Ask: How many times can 4 be divided into 12? (3) Say: We subtract 12 from 12. Ask: How 
many are left? (0) 

• Say: We can check our answer by using the inverse of division, multiplication. Ask: What is 23 
multiplied by 4? (92) 

• Compare the answer with the estimate.
• Repeat with other numbers using multiples of 2, 3, 4, 5 and 8 where it is possible to make 10, 20 

or 30 times the divisor, e.g. 65 ÷ 5; 45 ÷ 3; 56 ÷ 4; 96 ÷ 8; 78 ÷ 3; 54 ÷ 2.  • For various questions ask the children: What is the approximate answer? How did you work 
it out?

• Ask children to explain to their partner how they would work out the answer to given division 
calculations.

Pupil Book 3C –  Page 45: Division using the expanded written method

Unit 12: Number - Multiplication and division
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Teach
• Begin by counting in multiples of 4. Write the multiples of 4 on the board. Continue by counting in multiples of 40. Write these under the multiples of 4 on the board.   4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 4040 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 360 400• Ask: How many fours are there in 8? (2) How many fours are there in 80? (20) Continue with 
other examples.

• Write on the whiteboard: 92 ÷ 4 =. Ask: How many fours are there in 92? • Say: Explain to your partner how you would work out the answer to this calculation. • Ask pairs to share their explanations with the class.• Say: Today we are going to learn a written method of recording the answer to division calculations. This method is called the expanded written method and is useful when we are 
dividing using larger numbers. 

• Say: We can work out what the approximate answer would be by seeing how many groups of 
ten times four can be made.

• Say: Can 10 groups of 4 be made from 92? (yes) Can 20 groups of 4 be made from 92? (yes). 
Can 30 groups of  4 be made from 92? (no) Ask: Is 92 closer to 80 or 120? (80)• Say: So the answer will be approximately 20.

Getting Starte d
• Choose an activity from Number – Multiplication and division.• Choose an activity from Fluency in Number Facts: Y3/Y4 – Multiplication and division.

Previous related lesson
Unit 12, Week 2, Lesson 1 
Prerequisites for learning
Pupils need to:
• recall all the multiplication and division facts for the 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 10 multiplication tables
• understand the effect of multiplying and dividing a number by 10
•  subtract using the formal written method of column subtraction
Vocabulary
multiple, key fact, divide, division, divisor, divisible by, estimate, partition, tens, ones (units)

Future related lessons
Unit 12, Week 2, Lesson 3; Unit 12, Week 2, Lesson 4Success criteria
Pupils can:
• make a reasonable estimate for the answer to a calculation• partition two-digit numbers into tens and ones • divide a multiple of 10 by a one-digit number
• use the expanded written method to calculate division of TO ÷ O

Year 3, Unit 12, Week 2, Le s son 2

Lesson objectives
•  Use the expanded written method to calculate TO ÷ O
•  Estimate and check the answer to a calculation 

National curriculum attainment target
•  Write and calculate mathematical statements for division using the multiplication tables that they know, using mental and progressing to formal written methods 

Division TO ÷ O: Using the 
expande d written method

The word “ones” 
has been used 

throughout this lesson 
when referring to the 
least signifi cant digit. 
However children also 
need to be familiar with 
the word “units”. 

Year 3, Unit 12, 
Week 2
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Progressive, step-by-step 
programmes designed to 
ensure key concepts are 
reviewed and practised regularly.

All teaching is whole-class, 
keeping all children together

Keep track of your pupils’ 
understanding throughout the 

lesson with helpful progress 
check questions.

The overcoming barriers section will help you 

to ascertain where any misunderstandings 

may have occurred, and suggest ways to deal 

with any confusions the pupils have.



Collins Connect is an innovative online learning platform that you  

can use as a front-of-class teaching tool. 

MEET THE SPECIFIC NEEDS 

OF YOUR CLASSROOM

The medium-term plans can 
be adapted using the online 
Planning Tool.

Flexible tools and teaching 
slides allow you to use the 
representations that are most 

appropriate for your pupils.

Everything you need to teach 
a week of maths in each unit.

Supports assessment with an 

easy-to-use online Record-Keeping 

Tool. Simply drag-and-drop pupils 

using the traffic-light system.

Maths games can be played at different levels, 

timed or untimed, to develop mathematical fluency.



REGULARLY ASSESS CONCEPTUAL 
AND PROCEDURAL KNOWLEDGE

These provide diagnostic, formative and summative 
assessment to assess individual pupils’ level of mastery and 
identify their strengths and weaknesses in a specific National 
Curriculum Attainment Target (NC AT): 

 • Provide guidance about what to do for those pupils who 
are achieving above or below expectations 

 • Inform future planning and teaching of individual pupils 
and the class as a whole

ASSESSMENT GUIDES

These photocopiable packs contain a practice test that will 
support you in making a decision as to whether or not an 
individual child has achieved mastery of the programme of 
study for each year group. 

You can use the tests alongside the Busy Ant Maths 
Assessment Guides, or by themselves.

TEST PACKS

PETER CLARKE
SERIES EDITOR

As se s sment at 
the heart and 
from the start

Assessment Guide 5

As se s sment at 

the heart and 

from the start

Assessment Guide 3

PETER CLARKE
SERIES EDITOR

ISBN 978-0-00-756233-6

9 780007 562336

The Busy Ant Maths programme has 
as se s sment at the heart and from the 
start, embe dding be st practice acros s 
the school. 

Written by an expert author team with over 50 years’ 
combined classroom experience, Busy Ant Maths is a 
flexible, whole-school mathematics programme that 
ensures conceptual understanding and mathematical 
fluency from the start. 

This Assessment Guide offers you a simple and robust 
way of assessing and capturing pupils’ progress.

© HarperCollinsPublishers 2014

Name:             Date:      

Total:  out of 20  Mastery: NYA  A  A&E

 ● Count from 0 in multiples of 4, 8, 50 and 100; fi nd 10 or 

100 more or less than a given number

1  0, 4, 8, 12, , , , , , , ,    1
1 mark

2  0, 8, 16, 24, , , , , , , ,    2
1 mark

3  0, 50, 100, 150, , , , , ,

, ,    
  3
1 mark

4  0, 100, 200, 300, , , , , ,

, ,    
  4
1 mark

5  Write 10 more than each number.

 a) 6 →  b) 37 → 

 c) 145 →  d) 592 →    5
4 marks

6  Write 10 less than each number.

 a) 18 →  b) 51 → 

 c) 465 →  d) 709 →    6
4 marks

7  Write 100 more than each number.

 a) 3 →  b) 82 → 

 c) 738 →  d) 301 →    7
4 marks

8  Write 100 less than each number.

 a) 154 →  b) 275 →  

 c) 907 →  d) 666 →    8
4 marks

Number and place value

Year 3 Assessment Exercise 1 

Assessment Tasks and Exercises for 
every attainment target

Assess a pupil or a group of pupils 
on a chosen attainment target 
in order to check understanding 
and progression.

Name:                  Date:      

© HarperCollinsPublishers 2014
Total:  out of 20 Mastery: NYA  A  A&E

Year 3 | Unit 2 | Week 3:  Measurement (mass)

1  Write each mass in grams.

 a) 1
4 kg =  g 

b) 1 kg 200 g =  g

 c) 1
2 kg =  g 

d) 2 kg 400 g =  g

 e) 13
4 kg =  g 

f) 2 kg 250 g =  g

 g) 21
4 kg =  g 

h) 3 kg 500 g =  g   1
8 marks

2  Write the mass shown on each scale.  

 a)  
b)  

c) 

   
  

  
  2
3 marks

3  Show the mass on the scale.

 a) 3 kg 700 g  b) 5 kg 250 g c) 8 kg 500 g

   
  

  
  3
3 marks

4  Order the scales, starting with the greatest mass.

 A  B  C  D  E  F 

              4
1 marks

5  a) How much heavier is parcel B than parcel C? 

 b) What is the total mass of parcels A and C? 

 c) How much heavier is parcel D than parcel B? 

 d) What is the total mass of parcels A, B and C? 

 e) What is the difference in mass between the  

 lightest and the heaviest parcels?   
  5
5 marks

End-of-unit Test | Unit 2

A 3 kg

D 2 kg

B 900 g
C 700 g

0

0
6 1

5 2

4 3

1
2
3

4
567

8
9
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0 1
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3

4
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8
9
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0

0 110
2

9
3

8
47 56

0
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kg

kg

110
2

9
3

8
47 56

3

1

2

5

4

0

kg

110
2

9
3

8
4

7 56

0

kg

110
2

9
3

8
4

7 56

0

3

1

2

5

4

kg

0

3

1

2

5

4

kg
0

kg
1

6

2
5

34

0

kg

110
2

9
3

8
4

7 56

© HarperCollinsPublishers Ltd. 2014

End-of-unit Tests

Allow you to identify those pupils who 
are mastering the concepts taught in a 
Busy Ant Maths unit, as well as those 
pupils who are achieving above or 
below expectations.

Year 3 Whole-class Domains (View 1)

Level of mastery key:
 NYA Not yet achieved
 A Achieved
 A&E Achieved and exceeded

Year 3 National Curriculum Programme of Study Domains
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Year:  

Class:  

Record-keeping charts

Capture progress and communicate it 
simply and effectively to pupils, other 
teachers and parents with our record-
keeping charts.

Complete suite of digital resources 
available on

www.collins.co.uk/connect

Your Busy Ant Maths book 

is packe d with exciting 

activitie s to he lp build and 

deve lop the skill s you nee d to 

be succe s sful in maths. 

Pupil Book 6A

6A
Pupil Book 6A

ISBN 978-0-00-815754-8

9 780008 157548

CollinsPrimary

BAM European Pupil Book 6A cvr.indd   1
22/07/2015   10:32

Assessment Guide 3   

Assesment guide Y3 Spine  (amanda)..indd   1
18/04/2016   12:56

Your Busy Ant Maths book is packe d with exciting activitie s to he lp build and deve lop the skill s you nee d to be succe s sful in maths. Pupil Book 6A

6A

Pupil Book 6A

ISBN 978-0-00-815754-8

9 780008 157548

CollinsPrimary

BAM European Pupil Book 6A cvr.indd   1

22/07/2015   10:32

Test Pack 6 

The Busy Ant Maths programme hasas se s sment at the heart and from the
start, embe dding be st practice acros s
the school.

Written by an expert author team with over 50 years’ 

combined classroom experience, Busy Ant Maths is a 

flexible, whole-school mathematics programme that 

ensures conceptual understanding and mathematical 

fluency from the start.This Test Pack offers you a simple and robust way of 

assessing and capturing pupils’ progress. 

Page 12 of 18

12   This cuboid is made of metal. 

 The metal is melted down and made into a cube. 

What is the length of each side of the cube?

2 marks

Show
your

method

cm

8 cm
4 cm

2 cm

Test Pack year 6 Main pages.indd   2R12

18/12/2015   10:32

Test Papers
Assess pupils against end of year expectations.

xvi

Introduction

Mark schemes for Paper 2: reasoning
Qu. Requirement

Mark Additional guidance
1 9 037 006

1 Accept 9037006 and 9,037,006 and any unambiguous spacing.
2 110

13 Award TWO marks for the correct answer of 342∙4 km
If the answer is incorrect, award ONE mark for the formal method of long multiplication or other appropriate method which contains no more than ONE arithmetical error.

Up to 
2

Calculation 214 × 1∙6 by long multiplication or any other method.Accept any suitable method that leads to the correct answer (e.g. partitioning 1∙6 and working out 214 × 0∙6 and adding 214)4

 

1
12 1 1

3  ÷ 4 = 

 

1
125 Award TWO marks for any reasonable explanation to show that 29 232 × 23 is less than 3

4 million.E.g. 30 000 × 23 = 690 000 This is less than 
3
4 million so 29 232 × 23 must be less also.

Up to 
2

Award ONE mark for a correct method but an arithmetic error. e.g. calculation of 29 × 23 attempted but an error made.
6a
6b
6c

63 and 144
97
63 and 105

1
1
1

If only one number is given, when two are asked for, then mark as incorrect.7 Award TWO marks if diagram is within angle and length tolerances.Tolerances are ±1 mm and ±1°Award ONE mark if one of the sides is not drawn within tolerances.

Up to 
2

Award no marks if not drawn carefully with ruler and protractor.Accept construction lines. e.g.

8a
8b

C (6, –8)
CD and DA correctly drawnD(–10, –4)

1
1

CD and DA should be drawn to (–10, –4). No need to state what the coordinates of D are. 
9a
9b

A correctly drawn circle of radius 5 cmRadius and diameter perpendicular.
1
1

Award ONE mark for any diameter and radius which look perpendicular to each other.

Test Pack Year 6 Introduction.indd   xvi

18/12/2015   10:45

Teacher guidance
Includes instructions for administering 
papers, detailed marking guidance, and 
marking schemes for each paper. 

xxii

Introduction

A total of 110 marks are available for the Year 6 Test:

• Paper 1: arithmetic (40 marks)
• Paper 2: reasoning (35 marks)
• Paper 3: reasoning (35 marks)The sum of the marks allocated from these two papers determines the pupil’s overall raw score. 

Schools that wish to compare their pupils’ achievements with national standards should use the thresholds in 

the table below to convert raw scores into national standards. 
Raw score (out of 110)

0–21
22–54 

55–87 
88–110

Scaled score

0%–19%
20%–49%

50%–79%
80%–100%

Standard

Working below national standard
Working towards national standard

Working at national standard Working at greater depth within the national standard

Assigning a national standard

Test Pack Year 6 Introduction.indd   xxii

18/12/2015   10:45

Guidance on assigning a national standard
Provided for schools that wish to compare 
their pupils’ test results with national 
standards.

Complete suite of digital resources available on

www.collins.co.uk/connect

ISBN 978-0-00-816741-7

9 780008 167417

As se s sment at 
the heart and 
from the start

PETER CLARKESERIES EDITOR

Test Pack 6

Test Pack Y6  (Sarah Thomas)..indd   2

13/10/2015   17:03

As se s sm
ent at 

the heart and 

from the start

Assessment Guide

PETER CLARKE

SERIES EDITOR

Your Busy Ant Maths book 
is packe d with exciting 
activitie s to he lp build and 
deve lop the skill s you nee d to 
be succe s sful in maths. 

Pupil Book 6A

6A
Pupil Book 6A

ISBN 978-0-00-815754-8

9 780008 157548

CollinsPrimary

BAM European Pupil Book 6A cvr.indd   1

22/07/2015   10:32

Test Pack 4 

The Busy Ant Maths programme has
as se s sment at the heart and from the
start, embe dding be st practice acros s
the school.

Written by an expert author team with over 50 years’ combined classroom experience, Busy Ant Maths is a flexible, whole-school mathematics programme that ensures conceptual understanding and mathematical fluency from the start.
This Test Pack offers you a simple and robust way of assessing and capturing pupils’ progress. 

Page 7 of 18

6

 

Tick (✔) the shape that can be cut along one of its lines of symmetry to 

create two trapeziums.  

1 mark

1 mark

7  Circle all the numbers that are not in the 7 multiplication table.  

 27               49               56               70               84

Test Pack year 4 Main pages.indd   2R7
05/01/2016   13:53

Test Papers
Assess pupils against end of year 
expectations.

xviii

Introduction

Qu. Requirement
Mark Additional guidance

20

9 shoe lengths

11 shoe lengths
17 shoe lengths

20 shoe lengths

1

✔

✔

1

21 Award TWO marks for a correct answer of 

296 AND evidence that the table has been 

used, e.g.
148 × 2 = 296
Award ONE mark for a correct use of the 

table resulting in an incorrect answer, e.g. 

148 × 2 = incorrect answer

Up to 
2

If no method or an incorrect method is 

shown, award ONE mark for a correct 

answer of 296

22
30

7050 40

60

1 Accept the numbers written in any order 

as long as the numbers on each line of the 

cross total 160

Test Pack Year 4 Introduction.indd   xviii
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Teacher guidance
Includes instructions for administering 
papers, detailed marking guidance, and 
marking schemes for each paper. 

xxii

Introduction

A total of 90 marks are available for the Year 4 Test:• Paper 1: arithmetic (30 marks) • Paper 2: reasoning (30 marks) • Paper 3: reasoning (30 marks) 
The sum of the marks allocated from these two papers determines the pupil’s overall raw score. 
Schools that wish to compare their pupils’ achievements with national standards should use the thresholds in 

the table below to convert raw scores into national standards. 

Raw score (out of 90) 0–17 18–44 45–71 72–90
Scaled score

0%–19% 20%–49% 50%–79% 80%–100%
Standard

Working below 
national standard

Working towards 
national standard

Working at national 
standard

Working at greater 
depth within the 
national standard

Assigning a national standard

Test Pack Year 4 Introduction.indd   xxii

05/01/2016   13:54

Guidance on assigning a national standard
Provided for schools that wish to compare 
their pupils’ test results with national 
standards.

Complete suite of digital resources 
available on

www.collins.co.uk/connect

ISBN 978-0-00-816739-4

9 780008 167394

As se s sment at 

the heart and 

from the start

Test Pack

Asse s sment at 

the heart and 

from the start PETER CLARKE
SERIES EDITOR

Test Pack Y4  (Sarah Thomas).indd   2

13/10/2015   17:03

Your Busy Ant Maths book 

is packe d with exciting 

activitie s to he lp build and 

deve lop the skill s you nee d to 

be succe s sful in maths. 

Pupil Book 6A

6A

Pupil Book 6A

ISBN 978-0-00
-815754-

8

9 780008
157548

CollinsPrimary

BAM European Pupil Book 6A cvr.indd   1

22/07/2015   10:32

The Busy Ant Maths programme has

as se s sment at the heart and from the

start, embe dding be st practice acros s

the school.

Written by an expert author team with over 50 years’ 

combined classroom experience, Busy Ant Maths is a 

flexible, whole-school mathematics programme that 

ensures conceptual understanding and mathematical 

fluency from the start.

This Test Pack offers you a simple and robust way of 

assessing and capturing pupils’ progress. 

Page 22 of 24

28  Here is a picture of 4 stars.

 
A fraction of the stars has been circled.

 
The fraction can be shown as 

1
2

 or 

Test Pack year 2 Main pages.indd   2R22

18/12/2015   09:38

Test Papers

Assess pupils against end of year 

expectations.

Introduction

Qu. Requirement

Mark Additional guidance

10 E

1 Accept an arrow drawn to clearly indicate 

position E.

11 21
18

15

9 36

12

1 Both numbers must be correct for the 

award of the mark.

12
 

Tick (✔) the line that measures 12 cm.

✔

1 Accept any other clear way of indicating 

the correct response.

13

odd numbers
even  numbers

5

21

18
44

50

2 a) Award ONE mark for all numbers 

correctly placed.

b) Award ONE mark for any odd number 

apart from those already given. The 

number may be written inside the group or 

clearly indicated elsewhere.

14 65 (pence)

1

15 Number of faces Number of edges Number of vertices

12
8

6

1 Both numbers must be correct for the 

award of the mark.

16 3
4

1 Also accept fraction written as words 

‘three quarters’.

17 30 (points) 

1

18 a) 14 (children)

b) 3 (children)

2 a) ONE mark

b) ONE mark. Do not accept 7 – 4.

xiii
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Teacher guidance

Includes instructions for administering 

papers, detailed marking guidance, and 

marking schemes for each paper. 

Qu. Requirement

Mark Additional guidance

30 4 + 6
3 ÷ 6

6 ÷ 3
5 × 2

8 – 3
6 + 4

2 × 5
3 – 8

1 Accept any other clear way of indicating 

2 × 5 and 2 × 5.

Do not award the mark if other pairs are 

also matched, unless it is clear that 5 × 2 

and 2 × 5 are the pupil’s fi nal choice.

31
6 × 3 =  × 29

1

A total of 60 marks are available for the Year 2 Test:

• Paper 1: arithmetic (25 marks) 

• Paper 2: reasoning (35 marks) 

The sum of the marks allocated from these two papers determines the pupil’s overall raw score. 

Schools that wish to compare their pupils’ achievements with national standards should use the thresholds in 

the table below to convert raw scores into national standards. 

Raw score (out of 60) 0–11
12–29 

30–47 
48–60 

Scaled score
0%–19%

20%–49%
50%–79%

80%–100%

Standard
Working below 

national standard

Working towards 

national standard
Working at national 

standard

Working at greater 

depth within the 

national standard

Introduction

xvi

Assigning a national standard
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Guidance on assigning a national standard

Provided for schools that wish to compare 

their pupils’ test results with national 

standards.

Complete suite of digital resources 

available on

www.collins.co.uk/connect

ISBN 978-0-00
-816737-

0

9 780008
167370

As se s sment at 

the heart and 

from the start

Test Pack 2

Asse s sment at 

the heart and 

from the start

PETER CLARKE

SERIES EDITOR

Test Pack Y2  ( Sarah Thomas)..indd   2
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INDIVIDUAL SUPPORT 

AND INTERVENTION

These provide support and extension activities to raise pupil 
attainment and ensure rapid progression for children who 
need extra practice to gain mastery of lesson objectives.

Challenge your more able pupils with resources for  
each year designed to broaden and deepen their mathematical 
understanding.

 • Self-contained activity booklets (issues) promote 
independent thinking and develop children’s  
problem-solving skills. 

 • Accompanying teacher’s notes for each issue provide 
guidance, support and next steps.

PROGRESS GUIDES 

STRETCH AND CHALLENGE

Busy Ant Maths Stretch and Challenge 

supports the c las sroom teacher in de livering 

structure d guidance and support for gi f te d 

children who are excee ding age-re late d 

expectations in mathematic s.
Busy Ant Maths is a fl exible, whole-school 

mathematics programme that ensures 

conceptual understanding and mathematical 

fl uency from the start. 

Complete suite of digital resources 
available on

www.collins.co.uk/connect

Built-in assessmentEvaluate children’s learning and identify 

the next steps for progression with detailed 

assessment guidance

Guidance and supportEnrich children’s mathematical 
understanding and set them 
further challenges with easy-to-use 

teacher’s notes

Problem-solving and cross-curricular 

activities
Promote independent thinking and 

learning and encourage children to 

apply their mathematical knowledge 

and skills across the curriculum

Enriching 
mathematical 
understanding

Stretch and Challenge 6

ISBN 978-0-00-816734-9

9 780008 167349

Busy Ant Maths Stretch and Challenge 

supports the c las sroom teacher in de livering 

structure d guidance and support for gi f te d 

children who are excee ding age-re late d 

expectations in mathematic s.
Busy Ant Maths is a fl exible, whole-school 

mathematics programme that ensures 

conceptual understanding and mathematical 

fl uency from the start. 

Complete suite of digital resources 
available on

www.collins.co.uk/connect

Built-in assessmentEvaluate children’s learning and identify 

the next steps for progression with detailed 

assessment guidance

Guidance and supportEnrich children’s mathematical 
understanding and set them 
further challenges with easy-to-use 

teacher’s notes

Problem-solving and cross-curricular 

activities
Promote independent thinking and 

learning and encourage children to 

apply their mathematical knowledge 

and skills across the curriculum

Enriching 
mathematical 
understanding

ISBN 978-0-00-816734-9

9 780008 167349

Stretch and Challenge 

6
PETER CLARKESERIES EDITOR

ISBN 978-0-00-816735-6

9 780008 167356

Stretch and Challenge 

6

Your Busy Ant Maths book is packe d with exciting activitie s to he lp build and deve lop the skill s you nee d to be succe s sful in maths. 

Pupil Book 6A
6A

Pupil Book 6A

ISBN 978-0-00-815754-8

9 780008 157548

CollinsPrimary

BAM European Pupil Book 6A cvr.indd   1

22/07/2015   10:32
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Enriching 

mathematical 

understanding

PETER CLARKE

SERIES EDITOR

Busy Ant Maths Stretch and Challenge 

supports the c las sroom teacher in de livering 

structure d guidance and support for gi f te d 

children who are excee ding age-re late d 

expectations in mathematic s.

Busy Ant Maths is a flexible, whole-school 

mathematics programme that ensures 

conceptual understanding and mathematical 

fluency from the start. 

Complete suite of digital resources 

available on

www.collins.co.uk/connect
Built-in assessment

Evaluate children’s learning and identify 

the next steps for progression with 

detailed assessment guidance

ISBN 978-0-00
-816732-

5

9 780008
167325

Stretch and Challenge 

3Guidance and support

Enrich children’s mathematical 

understanding and set them 

further challenges with easy-to-use 

teacher’s notes

Problem-solving and cross-curricular 

activities

Promote independent thinking and 

learning and encourage children to 

apply their mathematical knowledge 

and skills across the curriculum

Your Busy Ant Maths book 

is packe d with exciting 

activitie s to he lp build and 

deve lop the skill s you nee d to 

be succe s sful in maths. 

Pupil Book 6A

6A

Pupil Book 6A

ISBN 978-0-00
-815754-

8

9 780008
157548

CollinsPrimary

BAM European Pupil Book 6A cvr.indd   1

22/07/2015   10:32
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PETER CLARKE
SERIES EDITOR

Busy Ant Maths Stretch and Challenge 
supports the c las sroom teacher in de livering 
structure d guidance and support for gi f te d 
children who are excee ding age-re late d 
expectations in mathematic s.

Busy Ant Maths is a fl exible, whole-school 
mathematics programme that ensures 
conceptual understanding and mathematical 
fl uency from the start. 

Complete suite of digital resources 
available on

www.collins.co.uk/connect

Built-in assessment

Evaluate children’s learning and identify 
the next steps for progression with detailed 
assessment guidance

Guidance and support

Enrich children’s mathematical 
understanding and set them 
further challenges with easy-to-use 
teacher’s notes

Problem-solving and cross-curricular 
activities

Promote independent thinking and 
learning and encourage children to 
apply their mathematical knowledge 
and skills across the curriculum

Enriching 

mathematical 

understanding

Your Busy Ant Maths book 

is packe d with exciting 

activitie s to he lp build and 

deve lop the skill s you nee d to 

be succe s sful in maths. 

Pupil Book 6A

6A
Pupil Book 6A

ISBN 978-0-00-815754-8

9 780008 157548

CollinsPrimary

BAM European Pupil Book 6A cvr.indd   1
22/07/2015   10:32

Stretch and Challenge 5

ISBN 978-0-00-816734-9

9 780008 167349

5
Stretch and Challenge 
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IDEAL PRACTISE FOR THE 

SATS REASONING PAPERS

 • Develop mathematical problem solving and thinking skills

 • Reason and communicate mathematically

 • Use and apply mathematics to solve real-world problems

PROBLEM SOLVING AND REASONING PUPIL BOOKS

PROBLEM SOLVING AND

REASONING PUPIL BOOKS

FOR YEARS 1-6

•  DEVELOP MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM
SOLVING AND THINKING SKILLS

•  REASON AND COMMUNICATE
MATHEMATICALLY

•  USE AND APPLY MATHEMATICS TO
SOLVE REAL-WORLD PROBLEMS

IDEAL 
PRACTICE FOR THE SATS REASONING PAPERS!

SAMPLE PAGES INSIDE!

What if ? 

What if you use the four digit cards to

make different decimal numbers for 

tenths, hundredths and thousandths?

Multiply each of the decimal numbers by 10, 100 and 1000.

Divide each tenth by 10 and 100, and each hundredth by 10.

Round each decimal with:

• 1 decimal place to the nearest whole number

• 2 decimal places to the nearest tenth and whole number

• 3 decimal places to the nearest hundredth, tenth and 
When you’ve

to page 80.

Think about …

You will need:

• set of 1–9 digit

cards

cards. Choose the top four cards. 

Use these cards to make different 2-, 3- and 4-digit numbers.

Then round each:

• 2-digit number to the nearest ten

• 3-digit number to the nearest ten and hundred

• 4-digit number to the nearest ten, hundred and thousand.

Challenge
24 7 9

For the ‘Challenge’, make

sure that you use the four

digit cards to create at 

least six 2-digit numbers, 

six 3-digit numbers and

six 4-digit numbers.

For the ‘What if?’, make sure that 

you use the four digit cards to 

create at least three decimals 

with 1 decimal place (tenths), 

places (hundredths), and 

0.

8

Rounding
Number and place value

Solving 

mathematical 

problems

02/02/2018   10:44

When you’ve

to page 80.

Eve sorted a set of
fractions, decimals
and percentages
cards.

Has she paired 
equivalent fractions,
decimals and 
percentages? 

Challenge

What if ? 
Look at all the fractions, decimals and percentages above.

Order all the fractions, from smallest to greatest.

Round decimals with 2 decimal places to the

Round decimals with 3 decimal places to the nearest
hundredth and tenth.

Arrange the percentages into two groups: those less than
50% and those 50% or more.

Explain your reasoning.

For each pair of cards, write the missing
equivalent fraction, decimal or percentage.

Think about …

Use equivalent fractions, 
decimals and percentages 

equivalent fractions, decimals and 
percentages that you don’t know.

Think about how 
equivalent fractions 

equivalent decimals 
and percentages.

0·5
1
20

5%
5
10

1
25

40%
0·54054%

3
4 60%

4%0·4

1
8

0·125

3
5

0·75

0·225%

0·25 20%

40

Find the pairs Fractions, decimals and percentages
Reasoning 

mathematically

When you’ve

to page 80.

You will need:
• prices for differentitems of clothing

This pie chart shows who getsthe money when you buy anitem of clothing produced in

Investigate how much each groupin the pie chart gets of the moneyyou pay for an item of clothing.If the average wage in developingcountries is about £5 per week, how many items of your clothingwould a factory worker have tomake to earn this amount?

Challenge

What if ? 
A worker in a developing country who makes a pair of jeans that are sold for £37 in

a shop in the UK is paid about 37p.If you were paid this amount to make a pair of jeans, how many pairs would you

have to make to pay for:• a burger and chips? • a ticket to the cinema?• a computer game?Think about other things you spend money on and how
many pairs of jeans you would have to make in order to

Think about …
If necessary, round the pricesfor your items of clothing tothe nearest pound.

Choose at least three or four items of clothing, including shoes.

factory
workers 1%

materials
and factory

brand
name
25%

shop
50%

transport
11%

61

Who gets what?
Using and applying 
mathematics in 

real-world contexts

60514_P001_080.indb   61

Sample page from Busy Ant Maths: Year 6 
Problem Solving and Reasoning Pupil Book

Extension or variation challenges
allow pupils to think more deeply about

the challenge to further develop their

thinking skills.

Prompting questions provide both
a springboard and a means of assisting

pupils in accessing and working
through the challenge.

Pupils use logical thinking to solve
problems, focusing on making conjectures,

generalisations, and explaining and justifying

conclusions using appropriate language.

Pupils engage in challenges that require them
to use and apply their mathematical knowledge

and skills in open-ended, real-world contexts.

Offers a structure and set of questions 
intended to provide pupils with an opportunity 
to share their results, discuss their methods, 
strategies and mathematical reasoning.

Pupils investigate, explore and
apply their mathematical knowledge
and skills to solve problems ‘within’
mathematics itself. 

Extension or variation challenges
allow pupils to think more deeply about

the challenge to further develop their

thinking skills.

Prompting questions provide both
a springboard and a means of assisting

pupils in accessing and working
through the challenge.

Pupils use logical thinking to solve
problems, focusing on making conjectures,

generalisations, and explaining and justifying

conclusions using appropriate language.

Pupils engage in challenges that require them
to use and apply their mathematical knowledge

and skills in open-ended, real-world contexts.

Offers a structure and set of questions 
intended to provide pupils with an opportunity 
to share their results, discuss their methods, 
strategies and mathematical reasoning.

Pupils investigate, explore and
apply their mathematical knowledge
and skills to solve problems ‘within’
mathematics itself. Prompts support 

pupils in working 
through challenges.

Build pupils’ understanding 
after every challenge with a 
set of discussion questions. 

Extension or 
variation challenges 
to further develop 
reasoning skills.
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HOW IS BUSY ANT MATHS

 STRUCTURED?

COMPONENT / YEAR LEVEL Foundation Year 1 Year 2                                          Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

COLLINS CONNECT  
ONLINE PLATFORM

TEACHER’S GUIDE

PUPIL BOOKS 
& ACTIVITY BOOKS

ASSESSMENT GUIDE

PROGRESS GUIDE

HOMEWORK GUIDE

TEST PACK

STRETCH & CHALLENGE

PROBLEM SOLVING AND 
REASONING

A A A A A A A

Busy Ant Maths is also available in Euro editions, 
to find out more go to  

collins.co.uk/BusyAntMaths
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  YOUR DETAILS:

Name:

Position:

School Name and address:

Postcode:                              

Town:                              

Country:

Telephone:

Email:

    

Title   ISBN Price Qty

Stretch and Challenge Connect Pack, Year 1 – Year 6 9780008196905 £450.00 + VAT

Foundation

Foundation Teacher’s Guide 9780008124625 £120.00

Foundation Activity Book 9780008124649 £3.25

Foundation Homework Guide 9780008124632 £55.00

1 year subscription to Collins Connect – Foundation 9780008124656 £200.00 (+VAT)

3 year subscription to Collins Connect – Foundation 9780008125219 £500.00 (+VAT)

Year 1

Year 1 Teacher’s Guide 9780007568178 £120.00

1 Year subscription to Collins Connect – Year 1 9780007574773 £200.00 (+VAT)

3 year subscription to Collins Connect - Year 1 9780007574834 £500.00 (+VAT)

Year 1 Activity Book 1A 9780007568192 £3.25

Year 1 Activity Book 1B 9780007568208 £3.25

Year 1 Activity Book 1C 9780007568215 £3.25

Year 1 Progress Guide 9780007568253 £55.00

Year 1 Homework Guide 9780007568277 £55.00

Year 1 Assessment Guide 9780007568154 £90.00

Year 1 Test Pack 9780008167363 £70.00

Year 1 Stretch and Challenge 9780008167301 £85.00

Year 1 Problem Solving and Reasoning 9780008260545 £5.99

Year 2

Year 2 Teacher’s Guide  9780007568185 £120.00

1 Year subscription to Collins Connect – Year 2  9780007574780 £200.00 (+VAT)

3 Year subscription to Collins Connect – Year 2  9780007574841 £500.00 (+VAT)

Year 2 Activity Book 2A  9780007568222 £3.25

Year 2 Activity Book 2B  9780007568239 £3.25

Year 2 Activity Book 2C 9780007568246 £3.25

Year 2 Progress Guide 9780007568260 £55.00

Year 2 Homework Guide  9780007568284 £55.00

Year 2 Assessment Guide  9780007568161 £90.00

Year 2 Test Pack 9780008167370 £70.00

Year 2 Stretch and Challenge 9780008167318 £85.00

Year2 Problem Solving and Reasoning 9780008260552 £5.99
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current rate. There is no VAT on books.
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HOW DO I FIND OUT MORE?
Go to: collins.co.uk/BusyAntMaths

Contact your local Busy Ant Maths Consultant
UK schools: collins.co.uk/findyourrep • 01484 668 148 
International schools: collins.international@harpercollins.co.uk • +44 141 306 3484

Start a free 14-day trial on Collins Connect
Just speak to your local consultant to get started!

Place an order
Contact your local consultant or fill out this form and send it to us by post or email: 

Post: Collins, FREEPOST RTKB-SGZT-ZYJL, Honley, HD9 6QZ 
Email: education@harpercollins.co.uk, quoting BAM2001

Year 3

Year 3 Teacher’s Guide  9780007562350 £120.00

1 Year subscription to Collins Connect – Year 3  9780007574797 £200.00 (+VAT)

3 Year subscription to Collins Connect – Year 3 9780007574858  £500.00 (+VAT)

Year 3 Pupil Book 3A  9780007562374 £7.80

Year 3 Pupil Book 3B  9780007562381 £7.80

Year 3 Pupil Book 3C  9780007562398 £7.80

Year 3 Progress Guide  9780007562435 £55.00

Year 3 Homework Guide  9780007562459 £55.00

Year 3 Assessment Guide 9780007562336 £90.00

Year 3 Test Pack 9780008167387 £70.00

Year 3 Stretch and Challenge 9780008167325 £85.00

Year 3 Problem Solving and Reasoning 9780008260569 £5.99

Year 4

Year 4 Teacher’s Guide  9780007562367 £120.00

1 Year subscription to Collins Connect – Year 4  9780007574803 £200.00 (+VAT)

3 Year subscription to Collins Connect – Year 4 9780007574865 £500.00 (+VAT)

Year 4 Pupil Book 4A  9780007562404 £7.80

Year 4 Pupil Book 4B  9780007562411 £7.80

Year 4 Pupil Book 4C  9780007562428 £7.80

Year 4 Progress Guide  9780007562442 £55.00

Year 4 Homework Guide 9780007562466 £55.00

Year 4 Assessment Guide  9780007562343 £90.00

Year 4 Test Pack 9780008167394 £70.00

Year 4 Stretch and Challenge 9780008167332 £85.00

Year 4 Problem Solving and Reasoning 9780008260491 £5.99

Year 5

Year 5 Teacher’s Guide  9780007568314 £120.00

1 Year subscription to Collins Connect – Year 5 9780007574810  £200.00 (+VAT)

3 Year subscription to Collins Connect – Year 5  9780007574872 £500.00 (+VAT)

Year 5 Pupil Book 5A  9780007568338 £8.50

Year 5 Pupil Book 5B  9780007568345 £8.50

Year 5 Pupil Book 5C  9780007568352 £8.50

Year 5 Progress Guide 9780007558254 £55.00

Year 5 Homework Guide  9780007568680 £55.00

Year 5 Assessment Guide  9780007568291 £90.00

Year 5 Test Pack 9780008167400 £70.00

Year 5 Stretch and Challenge 9780008167349 £85.00

Year 5 Problem Solving and Reasoning 9780008260507 £5.99

Year 6

Year 6 Teacher’s Guide  9780007568321 £120.00

1 Year subscription to Collins Connect – Year 6  9780007574827 £200.00 (+VAT)

3 Year subscription to Collins Connect – Year 6  9780007574889 £500.00 (+VAT)

Year 6 Pupil Book 6A  9780007568369 £8.50

Year 6 Pupil Book 6B  9780007568376 £8.50

Year 6 Pupil Book 6C  9780007568383 £8.50

Year 6 Progress Guide  9780007568390 £55.00

Year 6 Homework Guide  9780007568406 £55.00

Year 6 Assessment Guide  9780007568307 £90.00

Year 6 Test Pack 9780008167417 £70.00

Year 6 Stretch and Challenge 9780008167356 £85.00

Year 6 Problem Solving and Reasoning 9780008260514 £5.99

P&P  £4.95

Total £
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